We investigate Yang-Mills instanton theory over four dimensional asymptotically locally flat (ALF) geometries, including gravitational instantons of this type, by exploiting the existence of a natural smooth compactification of these spaces introduced by HauselHunsicker-Mazzeo.
Introduction
By a gravitational instanton one usually means a connected, four dimensional complete hyperKähler Riemannian manifold. In particular, these spaces have SU(2) ∼ = Sp(1) holonomy; consequently, they are Ricci flat, and hence solutions of the Riemannian Einstein's vacuum equation.
The only compact, four dimensional hyper-Kähler spaces are, up to (universal) covering, diffeomorphic to the flat torus T 4 or a K3 surface. The next natural step would be to understand non-compact gravitational instantons. Compactness in this case should be replaced by the condition that the metric be complete and decay to the flat metric at infinity somehow such that the Pontryagin number of the manifold be finite.
Such open hyper-Kähler examples can be constructed as follows. Consider a connected, orientable compact four-manifold M with connected boundary ∂M which is a smooth threemanifold. Then the open manifold M := M \ ∂M has a decomposition M = K ∪ W where K is a compact subset and W ∼ = ∂M × R
+ is an open annulus or neck. Parameterize the half-line R + by r. Assume ∂M is fibered over a base manifold B with fibers F and the complete hyper-Kähler metric g asymptotically and locally looks like g ∼ dr 2 + r 2 g B + g F . In other words the base B of the fibration blows up locally in a Euclidean way as r → ∞, while the volume of the fiber remains finite. By the curvature decay, g F must be flat, hence F is a connected, compact, orientable, flat manifold. On induction of the dimension of F , we can introduce several cases of increasing transcendentality, using the terminology of Cherkis and Kapustin [7] : (i) (M, g) is ALE (asymptotically locally Euclidean) if dim F = 0;
(ii) (M, g) is ALF (asymptotically locally flat) if dim F = 1, in this case necessarily F ∼ = S (iv) (M, g) is ALH if dim F = 3, in this case F is diffeomorphic to one of the six flat orientable three-manifolds.
Due to their relevance in quantum gravity or recently rather in low-energy supersymmetric solutions of string theory and, last but not least, their mathematical beauty, there has been some effort to classify these spaces over the past decades. Trivial examples for any class is provided by the space R 4−dim F × F with its flat product metric. The first two non-trivial, infinite families were discovered by Gibbons and Hawking in 1976 [19] in a rather explicit form. One of these families are the A k ALE or multi-Eguchi-Hanson spaces. In 1989, Kronheimer gave a full classification of ALE spaces [26] constructing them as minimal resolutions of C 2 /Γ where Γ ⊂ SU(2) is a finite subgroup i.e., Γ is either a cyclic group A k , k ≥ 0, dihedral group D k with k > 0, or one of the exceptional groups E l with l = 6, 7, 8.
The other infinite family of Gibbons and Hawking is the A k ALF or multi-Taub-NUT family. Recently another D k ALF family has been constructed by Cherkis and Kapustin [10] and in a more explicit form by Cherkis and Hitchin [8] .
Motivated by string theoretical considerations, Cherkis and Kapustin have suggested a classification scheme for ALF spaces as well as for ALG and ALH [7] although they relax the above asymptotical behaviour of the metric in these later two cases in order to obtain a natural classification. They claim that the A k and D k families with k ≥ 0 exhaust the ALF geometry (in this enumeration D 0 is the Atiyah-Hitchin manifold). For the ALG case if we suppose that these spaces arise by deformations of elliptic fibrations with only one singular fiber, it is conjectured that the possibilities are D k with 0 ≤ k ≤ 5 (cf. [9] ) and E l with l = 6, 7, 8. An example for a non-trivial ALH space is the minimal resolution of (R × T 3 )/Z 2 . The trouble is that these spaces are more transcendental as dim F increases hence their constructions, involving twistor theory, Nahm transform, etc. are less straightforward and explicit.
To conclude this brief survey, we remark that the restrictive hyper-Kähler assumption on the metric, which appeared to be relevant in the more recent string theoretical investigations, excludes some examples considered as gravitational instantons in the early eighties. An important non-compact example which satisfies the ALF condition is for instance the Riemannian Schwarzschild space, which is Ricci flat but not hyper-Kähler [22] . For a more complete list of such "old" examples cf. [14] .
From Donaldson theory we learned that the moduli spaces of SU (2) instantons over compact four-manifolds encompass lot of information about the original manifold hence understanding SU(2) instantons over gravitational instantons also might be helpful in their classification. On the compact examples T 4 and the K3's, Yang-Mills instantons can be studied via the usual methods, especially the celebrated Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence. The full construction of SU (2) instantons in the hyper-Kähler ALE case was carried out in important papers by Nakajima [29] and Kronheimer-Nakajima in 1990 [27] . However, the knowledge regarding moduli spaces of instantons over non-trivial ALF spaces is rather limited, even in the hyper-Kähler ALF case, due to analytical difficulties. One has only sporadic examples of explicit solutions (cf. e.g. [17, 18] ). Also very little is known about instanton theory over the Riemannian Schwarzschild space [6, 16] . The only well studied case is the flat R 3 × S 1 space; instantons over this space, also known as calorons, have been extensively studied in the literature, cf. [4, 5, 30] . Close to nothing is known about instantons over non-trivial ALG and ALH geometries.
Studying Yang-Mills instanton moduli spaces over ALF spaces is certainly interesting not only because understanding the reducible solutions already leads to an encouraging topological classification result in the hyper-Kähler case [15] , but also due to their physical significance. In this paper we set the foundations for a general theory of Yang-Mills instantons over ALF spaces in the broad sense adopted in the eighties i.e., including not hyper-Kähler examples, too.
In Section 2 we exploit the existence of a natural smooth compactification X of an ALF space introduced by Hausel-Hunsicker-Mazzeo [21] . Working over this compact space, the asymptotical behaviour of any finite energy connection over an ALF space can be analyzed by the codimension 2 singularity removal theorem of Sibner-Sibner [33] and Råde [32] . This guarantees the existence of a locally flat connection ∇ Γ with fixed constant holonomy in infinity to which the finite energy connection converges. First we prove in Section 2 that the energy of a smooth, self-dual SU(2) connection of finite energy which satisfies a certain holonomy condition (cf. condition (11) here) and has rapid curvature decay (in the sense of condition (16) in the paper), is congruent to the Chern-Simons invariant τ N (Γ ∞ ) of the boundary N of the ALF space (Theorem 2.2 here). If the holonomy condition holds then ∇ Γ is in fact flat and Γ ∞ is a fixed smooth gauge for the limiting flat connection restricted to the boundary. The relevant holonomy condition can be replaced by a simple topological criterion on the infinity of the ALF space, leading to a more explicit form of this theorem (cf. Theorem 2.3).
Then in Section 3 we introduce framed instanton moduli spaces M(e, Γ) of smooth, irreducible, rapidly decaying self-dual SU(2) connections, obeying the holonomy condition, with fixed energy e < ∞ and asymptotical behaviour described by the flat connection ∇ Γ on a fixed bundle. Referring to a variant of the Gromov-Lawson relative index theorem [20] (cf. Theorem 3.1 here) we will be able to demonstrate that a framed moduli space over a Ricci flat ALF space is either empty or forms a smooth manifold of dimension
where Θ ∞ is the restriction to N of the trivial flat connection ∇ Θ in some smooth gauge and b − (X) is the rank of the negative definite part of the intersection form of the Hausel-HunsickerMazzeo compactification (cf. Theorem 3.2). In Section 4 we apply our results on three classical examples, obtaining several novel facts regarding instantons over them.
First, we prove in Theorem 4.1 that any smooth, finite energy caloron over R 3 × S 1 automatically satisfies our holonomy condition, has integer energy e ∈ N if it decays rapidly and that the dimension of the moduli space in this case is 8e, in agreement with [4] . These moduli spaces are non-empty for all positive integer e [5] .
For the canonically oriented multi-Taub-NUT spaces, we show that the dimension of the framed moduli of smooth, irreducible, rapidly decaying anti-self-dual connections satisfying the holonomy condition is divisible by 8 (cf. Theorem 4.2). Known explicit solutions [18] show that at least a few of these moduli spaces are actually non-empty.
Finally, we consider the Riemannian Schwarzschild case, and prove in Theorem 4.3 that all smooth finite energy instantons obey the holonomy condition, have integer energy e if they decay rapidly and the dimension is 8e − 3. Moreover, this moduli space is surely non-empty at least for e = 1. We also enumerate the remarkably few known explicit solutions [6, 16] , and observe that these admit deformations.
Section 5 is an Appendix containing the proof of the relative index theorem used in the paper, Theorem 3.1.
The spectrum of the Yang-Mills functional
In this Section we prove that the spectrum of the Yang-Mills functional evaluated on selfdual connections satisfying a certain analytical and a topological condition over a complete ALF manifold is "quantized" by the Chern-Simons invariants of the boundary. First, let us carefully define the notion of ALF space used in this paper, and describe its useful topological compactification, first used in [21] .
Let (M, g) be a connected, oriented Riemannian four-manifold. This space is called an asymptotically locally flat (ALF) space if the following holds. There is a compact subset K ⊂ M such that M \ K = W and W ∼ = N × R + , with N being a connected, compact, oriented three-manifold without boundary admitting a smooth S 1 -fibration
whose base space is a compact Riemann surface B ∞ . For the smooth, complete Riemannian metric g there exists a diffeomorphism φ :
where g B∞ is a smooth metric on B ∞ , h F is a symmetric 2-tensor on N which restricts to a metric along the fibers F ∼ = S 1 and (π * g B∞ ) ′ as well as h ′ F are some finite, bounded, smooth extensions of π * g B∞ and h F over W , respectively. That is, we require (π
and the extensions for r < ∞ preserve the properties of the original fields. Furthermore, we impose that the curvature R g of g decays like
Here R g is regarded as a map R g :
and its pointwise norm is calculated accordingly in an orthonormal frame. Hence the Pontryagin number of our ALF spaces is finite.
Examples of such metrics are the natural metric on R 3 × S 1 which is in particular flat; the multi-Taub-NUT family [19] which is moreover hyper-Kähler or the Riemannian Schwarzschild space [22] which is in addition Ricci flat only. For a more detailed description of these spaces, cf. Section 4.
We construct the compactification X of M simply by shrinking all fibers of N into points as r → ∞ like in [21] . We put an orientation onto X induced by the orientation of the original M. The space X is then a connected, oriented, smooth four-manifold without boundary. One clearly obtains a decomposition X ∼ = M ∪ B ∞ , and consequently we can think of B ∞ as a smoothly embedded submanifold of X of codimension 2. For example, for R 3 × S 1 one finds X ∼ = S 4 and B ∞ is an embedded S 2 [15] ; for the multi-Taub-NUT space with the orientation induced by one of the complex structures, X is the connected sum of s copies of CP 2 's (s refers to the number of NUTs) and B ∞ is homeomorphic to S 2 providing a generator of the second cohomology of X; in case of the Riemannian Schwarzschild geometry, X ∼ = S 2 × S 2 and B ∞ is again S 2 , also providing a generator for the second cohomology (cf. [15, 21] ).
Let
By introducing the parameter ε := R −1 we have another model V ε provided by the fibration
whose fibers are two-balls of radius ε. In this second picture we have the identification V 0 ∼ = B ∞ , so that the end W looks like
Choosing a local coordinate patch U ⊂ B ∞ , then locally
ε \{0}). We introduce local coordinates (u, v) on U and polar coordinates (ρ, τ ) along the discs B 2 ε with 0 ≤ ρ < ε and 0 ≤ τ < 2π. Note that in fact ρ = r −1 is a global coordinate over the whole V ε ∼ = V R . For simplicity we denote V ε | U as U ε and will call the set
an elementary neighbourhood. Clearly, their union covers the end W . In this ε-picture we will use the notation ∂M ε ∼ = N × {ε} for the boundary of the truncated manifold M ε = M \ (N × (0, ε)) and by a slight abuse of notation we will also think of the end sometimes as W ∼ = ∂M ε × (0, ε). We do not expect the complete ALF metric g to extend over this compactification, even conformally. However the ALF property (2) implies that we can suppose the existence of a smooth positive function f ∼ O(r −2 ) on M such that the rescaled metricg := f 2 g extends smoothly as a tensor field over X (i.e., a smooth Riemannian metric degenerated along the singularity set B ∞ ). In the vicinity of the singularity we findg| Vε (2) consequently we can choose the coordinate system (u, v, ρ, τ ) on U ε such that {du, dv, dρ, dτ } forms an oriented frame on T * U * ε and with some bounded, finite function ϕ, the metric looks
We will also need a smooth regularization ofg. Taking a monotonously increasing smooth function f ε supported in V 2ε and equal to 1 on V ε such that |df ε | ∼ O(ε −1 ), as well as picking up a smooth metric h on X, we can regularizeg by introducing the smooth metric
over X. It is clear thatg 0 andg agree on M. Let F be an SU(2) vector bundle over X endowed with a fixed connection ∇ Γ and an invariant fiberwise scalar product. Using the rescaled-degenerated metricg, define Sobolev spaces L 
Throughout this paper, Sobolev norms of this kind will be used unless otherwise stated. We will write simply L p for L p 0,Γ . Notice that every 2-form with finite L 2 -norm over (M, g) will also belong to this Sobolev space, by conformal invariance and completeness.
Next, we collect some useful facts regarding the Chern-Simons functional. Let E be an smooth SU(2) bundle over M. Since topological G-bundles over an open four-manifold are classified by H 2 (M, π 1 (G)), note that E is necessarily trivial. Put a smooth SU(2) connection ∇ B onto E. Consider the boundary ∂M ε of the truncated manifold. The restricted bundle E| ∂Mε is also trivial. Therefore any restricted SU(2) connection ∇ B | ∂Mε := ∇ Bε over E| ∂Mε can be identified with a smooth su(2)-valued 1-form B ε . The Chern-Simons functional is then defined to be
This expression is gauge invariant up to an integer. Moreover, the representation space
is called the character variety of ∂M ε ∼ = N and parameterizes the gauge equivalence classes of smooth flat SU(2) connections over N.
Lemma 2.1. Fix an 0 < ρ < ε and let ∇ Aρ = d + A ρ and ∇ Bρ = d + B ρ be two smooth SU (2) connections in a fixed smooth gauge on the trivial SU(2) bundle E| ∂Mρ . Then there is a constant
that is, the Chern-Simons functional is continuous in the L Proof. The first observation follows from the identity
which implies that there is a constant c 0 = c 0 (ρ, B ρ ) such that
that is, the Chern-Simons functional is continuous in the L 1,Bρ norm. A standard application of Hölder's inequality on (∂M ρ ,g| ∂Mρ ) then yields
The metric locally looks likeg| ∂Mρ∩U
. . ) with ϕ and h τ,u , etc. being bounded functions of (u, v, ρ) and (u, v, ρ, τ ) respectively hence the metric coefficients as well as the volume of (∂M ρ ,g| ∂Mρ ) are bounded functions of ρ consequently we can suppose that c 1 does not depend explicitly on ρ.
Concerning the second part, assume ∇ Aρ and ∇ Bρ are two smooth, flat connections belonging to the same path connected component of χ(∂M ρ ). Then there is a continuous path 
The last ingredient in our discussion is the fundamental theorem of Sibner-Sibner [33] and Råde [32] which allows us to study the asymptotic behaviour of finite energy connections over an ALF space. Consider a smooth (trivial) SU (2) vector bundle E over the ALF space (M, g). Let ∇ A be a Sobolev connection on E with finite energy, i.e.
Taking into account completeness of the ALF metric, we have |F A |(r) → 0 almost everywhere as r → ∞. Thus we have a connection defined on X away from a smooth, codimension 2 submanifold B ∞ ⊂ X and satisfies F A L 2 (X) < ∞.
Consider a neighbourhood B ∞ ⊂ V ε and write V * ε to describe the end W as in (4) . Let ∇ Γ be an SU(2) connection on E| V * ε which is locally flat and smooth. The restricted bundle E| V * ε is trivial, hence we can choose some global gauge such that
j+1,Γ,loc . Taking into account that for the elementary neighbourhood π 1 (U * ε ) ∼ = Z, generated by a τ -circle, it is clear that locally on U * ε ⊂ V * ε we can choose a more specific gauge
Here m represents the local holonomy of the locally flat connection around the punctured discs of the space U * ε , see [33] . It is invariant under gauge transformations modulo an integer. For later use we impose two conditions on this local holonomy. The embedding i :
. It may happen that this homomorphism has non-trivial kernel. Let l be a loop in U *
Additionally, ∇ Γ is said to satisfy the strong holonomy condition if the local holonomy of any restriction
Clearly, ∇ Γ is globally a smooth, flat connection on E| V * ε if and only if the weak holonomy condition holds. Moreover, the strong holonomy condition implies the weak one. We are now in a position to recall the following fundamental regularity result [32, 33] . 
This theorem shows that any finite energy connection is always asymptotic to a flat connection at least locally. It is therefore convenient to say that the finite energy connection ∇ A satisfies the weak or the strong holonomy condition if its associated asymptotic locally flat connection ∇ Γ , in the sense of Theorem 2.1, satisfies the corresponding condition in the sense of Definition 2.1. We will be using this terminology.
This estimate can be globalized over the whole end V * ε as follows. Consider a finite covering B ∞ = ∪ α U α and denote the corresponding punctured sets as U * ε,α ⊂ V * ε . These sets also give rise to a finite covering of V * ε . It is clear that the weak condition (11) is independent of the index α, since by Theorem 2.1, m is constant over all V * ε . Imposing (11), the local gauges Γ m on U * ε,α extend smoothly over the whole E| V * ε . That is, there is a smooth flat gauge
α dγ α with smooth gauge transformations γ α : U * ε,α → SU(2). This gauge is unique only up to an arbitrary smooth gauge transformation. Since this construction deals with the topology of the boundary (1) only, we can assume that these gauge transformations are independent of the (global) radial coordinate 0 < ρ < ε. Then we write this global gauge as
A comparison with the local gauges in Theorem 2.1 shows that
Applying Theorem 2.1 in all coordinate patches and summing up over them we come up with
with some constant c 3 = c 3 (g| Vε , γ α , dγ α ) > 0. This is the globalized version of Theorem 2.1. Let A ε and Γ ε be the restrictions of the connection 1-forms in the global gauge (13) to the boundary E| ∂Mε . The whole construction shows that Γ ε is smooth and is independent of ε consequently lim ε→0 Γ ε exists and is smooth. Note again that smoothness follows if and only if the weak holonomy condition (11) is satisfied. In this way lim ε→0 τ ∂Mε (Γ ε ) = τ N (Γ 0 ) also exists and gives rise to a Chern-Simons invariant of the boundary.
Assume that our finite energy connection ∇ A is smooth; then in the global gauge (13) A V * ε is also smooth, hence τ ∂Mε (A ε ) also exists for ε > 0. Next we analyze the behaviour τ ∂Mε (A ε ) as ε tends to zero. First notice that the local flat gauge Γ m in (10) does not have radial component consequently
. Dividing the square of (9) by ε > 0 and then integrating it we obtain, making use of (15) that
Finite energy and completeness implies that F A L 2 (Vε) vanishes as ε tends to zero. However for our purposes we need a stronger decay assumption.
Definition 2.2. The finite energy SU(2) connection ∇ A on the bundle E over M decays rapidly if its curvature satisfies
along the end of the ALF space.
Consequently for a rapidly decaying connection we obtain
which is equivalent to lim
We are finally ready to state an energy identity for self-dual connections. Let ∇ A be a smooth, self-dual, finite energy connection on the trivial SU(2) bundle E over an ALF space (M, g):
Assume it satisfies the weak holonomy condition (11) . In this case we can fix a gauge (13) along V * ε and both A V * ε and Γ V * ε are smooth. Restrict ∇ A onto E| Mε with ε > 0. Exploiting self-duality, an application of the Chern-Simons theorem [11] along the boundary shows that
Moreover if the connection decays rapidly in the sense of (16) 
That is, the energy is congruent to a Chern-Simons invariant of the boundary. 3
Remark. It is clear that the above result depends only on the conformal class of the metric. One finds a similar energy identity for manifolds with conformally cylindrical ends [28] (including ALE spaces, in accordance with the energies of explicit instanton solutions of [17] and [18] ) and for manifolds conformally of the form C × Σ as in [35] . We expect that the validity of identities of this kind is more general.
Taking into account the second part of Lemma 2.1 and the fact that the character variety of a compact three-manifold has finitely many connected components, we conclude that the energy spectrum of smooth, finite energy, self-dual connections over ALF spaces which satisfy the weak holonomy condition and decay rapidly is discrete.
For irreducible instantons, imposing rapid decay is necessary for having discrete energies. For instance, in principle the energy formula [30, Equation 2 .32] provides a continuous energy spectrum for calorons and calorons of fractional energy are known to exist (cf. e.g. [12] ). But slowly decaying reducible instantons still can have discrete spectrum; this is the case e.g. over the Schwarzschild space, cf. Section 4.
Alternatively, instead of the rapid decay condition (16), one could also impose the possibly weaker but less natural condition that the gauge invariant limit
exists. Then the identity of Theorem 2.2 would become:
By analogy with the energy formula for calorons [30, Equation 2 .32], we believe that the extra term µ is related to the overall magnetic charge of an instanton while the modified energy formula would represent the decomposition of the energy into "electric" (i.e., Chern-Simons) and "magnetic" (i.e., proportional to the µ-term) contributions. In general, proving the existence of limits for the Chern-Simons functional assuming only the finiteness of the energy of the connection ∇ A is a very hard analytical problem, cf. [28, 35] .
Therefore our rapid decay condition is a simple and natural condition which allows us to explicitly compute the limit of the Chern-Simons functional in our situation.
Another example illustrates that the weak holonomy condition is also essential in Theorem 2.2. Consider R 4 , equipped with the Taub-NUT metric. This geometry admits a smooth L 2 harmonic 2-form which can be identified with the curvature F B of a self-dual, rapidly decaying U(1) connection ∇ B as in [17] ; hence ∇ B ⊕∇ −1 B is a smooth, self-dual, rapidly decaying, reducible SU(2) connection. We know that H 2 (R 4 , Z) = 0 hence ∇ B lives on a trivial line bundle consequently it can be rescaled by an arbitrary constant like B → cB without destroying its self-duality and finite energy. But the smooth, self-dual family ∇ cB has continuous energy proportional to c 2 . This strange phenomenon also appears over the multi-Taub-NUT spaces, although they are no more topologically trivial, cf. Section 4 for more details.
From our holonomy viewpoint, this anomaly can be understood as follows. Let i : U * ε ⊂ W be an elementary neighbourhood as in (5) with the induced map i * : π 1 (U * ε ) → π 1 (W ). On the one hand we have π 1 (U * ε ) ∼ = Z as usual. On the other hand for the Taub-NUT space the asymptotical topology is W ∼ = S 3 ×R + hence π 1 (W ) ∼ = 1 consequently i * has a non-trivial kernel. However for a generic c the connection ∇ cB | U * ε has non-trivial local holonomy m = 0 hence it does not obey the weak holonomy condition (11) therefore Theorem 2.2 fails in this case.
The flat R 3 × S 1 space has contrary behaviour to the multi-Taub-NUT geometries. In this case we find W ∼ = S 2 ×S 1 ×R + for the end consequently π 1 (W ) ∼ = Z and the map i * is an obvious isomorphism. Hence the weak holonomy condition is always obeyed. The character variety of the boundary is χ(S 2 × S 1 ) ∼ = [0, 1) hence connected. Referring to the second part of Lemma 2.1 we conclude then that the energy of any smooth, self-dual, rapidly decaying connection over the flat R 3 × S 1 must be a non-negative integer in accordance with the known explicit solutions [5] . The case of the Schwarzschild space is simlar, cf. Section 4.
These observations lead us to a more transparent form of Theorem 2.2 by replacing the weak holonomy condition with a simple, sufficient topological criterion, which amounts to a straightforward re-formulation of Definition 2.1. Proof. Consider an elementary neighbourhood i : U * ε ⊂ W as in (5) and the induced map i * : π 1 (U * ε ) → π 1 (W ). If Keri * = {0} then ∇ A obeys (11). However one sees that π 1 (U * ε ) ∼ = π 1 (F ) and π 1 (W ) ∼ = π 1 (N) hence the map i * fits well into the homotopy exact sequence The last part is clear via the second part of Lemma 2.1. 3
Finally we investigate the strong holonomy condition (12) . As an important corollary of our construction we find Proof. The restriction of the embedding M ⊂ X gives U * ε ⊂ U ε and this later space is contractible. Consequently if i : U * ε ⊂ X is the embedding then for the induced map i * : π 1 (U * ε ) → π 1 (X) we always have Ker i * = π 1 (U * ε ) hence the connections ∇ A and ∇ Γ extend smoothly over X via Theorem 2.1 if and only if the strong holonomy condition (12) holds. In particular the extension of ∇ Γ is a flat connection. 3
Remark. If a finite energy self-dual connection satisfies the strong holonomy condition then its energy is integer via Theorem 2.4 regardless its curvature decay. Consequently these instantons again have discrete energy spectrum. We may then ask ourselves about the relationship between the strong holonomy condition on the one hand and the weak holonomy condition imposed together with the rapid decay condition on the other hand.
The moduli space
In this Section we are going to prove that the moduli spaces of framed SU(2) instantons over ALF manifolds form smooth, finite dimensional manifolds, whenever non-empty. The argument will go along the by now familiar lines consisting of three steps: (i) Compute the dimension of the space of infinitesimal deformations of an irreducible, rapidly decaying self-dual connection, satisfying the weak holonomy condition, using a variant of the Gromov-Lawson relative index theorem [20] and a vanishing theorem; (ii) Use the Banach space inverse and implicit function theorems to integrate the infinitesimal deformations and obtain a local moduli space; (iii) Show that local moduli spaces give local coordinates on the global moduli space and that this global space is a Hausdorff manifold. We will carry out the calculations in detail for step (i) while just sketch (ii) and (iii) and refer the reader to the classical paper [2] .
Let (M, g) be an ALF space with a single end W as in Section 2. Consider a trivial SU(2) bundle E over M with a smooth, irreducible, self-dual, finite energy connection ∇ A on it. By smoothness we mean that the connection 1-form is smooth in any smooth trivialization of E. In addition suppose ∇ A satisfies the weak holonomy condition (11) as well as decays rapidly in the sense of (16) . Then by Theorem 2.2 its energy is determined by a Chern-Simons invariant. We will assume that this energy e := F A 2 L 2 (M,g) is fixed. Consider the associated flat connection ∇ Γ with holonomy m ∈ [0, 1) as in Theorem 2.2. Extend ∇ Γ over the whole E and continue to denote it by ∇ Γ . Take the smooth gauge (13) on the neck. Since E is trivial, we can extend this gauge smoothly over the whole M and can write ∇ A = d + A and ∇ Γ = d + Γ for some smooth connection 1-forms A and Γ well defined over the whole M. We also fix this gauge once and for all in our forthcoming calculations. In particular the asymptotics of ∇ A is also fixed and is given by Γ. The connection ∇ Γ , the usual Killing form on EndE and the rescaled metricg are used to construct Sobolev spaces over various subsets of X with respect to the norm (8) . Both the energy e and the asymptotics Γ are preserved under gauge transformations which tend to the identity with vanishing first derivatives everywhere in infinity. We suppose AutE ⊂ EndE and define the gauge group to be the completion
and the gauge equivalence class of ∇ A under G E is denoted by [∇ A ]. Then we are seeking the virtual dimension of the framed moduli space M(e, Γ) of all such connections given up to these specified gauge transformations.
where d − A refers to the induced connection composed with the projection onto the anti-self-dual side. Our first step is to check that the Betti numbers h 0 , h 1 , h − of this complex, given by h 0 = dim H 0 (EndE), etc., are finite. We therefore introduce an elliptic operator
the so-called deformation operator δ *
which is a conformally invariant first order elliptic operator over (M,g) hence (M, g). Here d *
A is the formal L 2 adjoint of d A . We will demonstrate that δ * A is Fredholm, so it follows that h 1 = dim Ker δ * A and h 0 + h − = dim Coker δ * A are finite. Pick up the trivial flat SU(2) connection ∇ Θ on E; it satisfies the strong holonomy condition (12), hence it extends smoothly over X to an operator ∇Θ by Theorem 2.4. Using the regularized metricg ε of (7) it gives rise to an induced elliptic operator over the compact space (X,g ε ) as
hence its restrictions δ * ε,Θ | M and δ * ε,Θ | W are Fredholm with respect to any Sobolev completion. We construct a particular completion as follows. The smooth extended connection ∇ Γ on E can be extended further over X to a connection ∇Γ such that it gives rise to an SU(2) Sobolev connection on the trivial bundleẼ 0 . Consider a completion like
The operators in (18) and (19) give rise to restrictions. The self-dual connection yields
while the trivial connection gives
Notice that these operators actually act on isomorphic Sobolev spaces consequently comparing them makes sense. Working in these Sobolev spaces we claim that (18) with j = 0, 1 satisfies the operator norm inequality
where m ∈ [0, 1) is the holonomy of ∇ A and c 4 = c 4 (g| Vε , γ α , dγ α ) > 0 is a constant depending only on the metric and the gauge transformations used in (14) . Consequently δ *
A is a Fredholom operator over (M, g).
Proof. Consider the restriction of the operators constructed above to the neck W ∼ = V * ε and calculate the operator norm of their difference with an a ∈ L 2 j+1,Γ (Λ 1 M ⊗ EndE) as follows:
.
By assumption ∇ A satisfies the weak holonomy condition (11) hence the connection ∇ Γ is flat on E| V * ε and it determines a deformation operator δ * Γ
. We use the triangle inequality:
Referring to the global gauge (13) and the metricg we have δ *
Taking j = 0, 1 and combining this with (15) we find an estimate for the first term like
Regarding the second term, the trivial flat connection ∇ Θ on E| V * ε satisfies the strong holonomy condition (12) . In the gauge (13) we use, we may suppose simply Θ| V * ε = 0 consequently neither data from ∇Θ nor the perturbed metricg ε influence this term. Now take a partition of the end into elementary neighbourhoods (5) and use the associated simple constant gauges (10) then (6) . Putting these together we get (20) . Taking into account that the right hand side of (20) is also Fredholm, because it is an elliptic operator over a compact manifold. Therefore glueing the parametrices of these operators together, one constructs a parametrix for δ * A over the whole M (see [24] for an analogous construction). This shows that δ * A is Fredholm over the whole (M,g) hence (M, g) as claimed. 3
We assert that
. Indeed, the anti-self-dual part of the curvature of a perturbed connection ∇ A+a is given by
Therefore if a ∈ Ker δ * A then both self-duality and the energy of ∇ A+a are preserved infinitesimally i.e., in first order. The perturbation vanishes everywhere in infinity hence the asymptotics given by Γ is also unchanged; in particular ∇ A+a continues to obey the weak holonomy condition.
Incidentally, we note however that locally hence also globally, some care is needed when one perturbs a connection in our moduli spaces. For a perturbation with a ∈ L 2 j+1,Γ (Λ 1 M ⊗ EndE) the asymptotics and in particular the weak holonomy condition are obeyed as we have seen. But concerning the energy, by repeating the calculation of Section 2 again, we obtain
If the last line tends to zero as ε → 0 then the perturbed connection has the same limit as in (17) . Consequently, we find that the energy is also unchanged. Since the original connection decays rapidly in the sense of (16) if the perturbations also decays rapidly i.e., if lim
,Γ (Vε) = 0 then the energy is preseved by local (i.e., small but finite) perturbations as well.
It is therefore convenient to introduce weighted Sobolev spaces with weight δ = 1 2 and to say that a and
respectively. These are gauge invariant conditions and for ∇ A with j = 0 it is equivalent to (16) . In this framework the rough estimate
with some constant c 5 = c 5 (g) > 0 implies that ∇ A+a also decays rapidly.
Let A E denote the affine space of rapidly decaying SU(2) connections on E as well as F − E the vector space of the anti-self-dual parts of their curvatures. Then take a complex of punctured spaces, the global version of the deformation complex above:
One easily shows that if both γ − 1 and a are pointwise small then f A (γ) = ∇ A (log γ) and its formal L 2 adjoint satisfying
, the vicinity of [∇ A ], as follows:
The derivative of (f *
− which is a Fredholm operator hence O [∇ A ] is smooth and finite dimensional. These local models match together and prove that the moduli space is indeed a smooth manifold of dimension h 1 . We return to the calculation of h 1 . We will calculate the index of δ * A in (18) by referring to a relative index theorem. This provides us with the alternating sum −h 0 + h 1 − h − and then we show that h 0 = h − = 0 via a vanishing theorem. First we proceed to the calculation of the index of δ * A . This will be carried out by a variant of the Gromov-Lawson relative index theorem [20] , which we will now explain. First, let us introduce some notation. For any elliptic Fredholm operator P , let Index a P denote its analytical index, i.e., Index a P = dim KerP − dim CokerP . If this P is defined over a compact manifold, Index a P is given by a topological formula as in the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, which we denote by Index t P , the topological index of P . The following theorem will be proved in the Appendix (cf. [23] ):
) be a complete Riemannian manifold, and let X be some smooth com- (i) There are bundle isomorphisms φ :
(ii) The operators asymptotically agree, that is, in some operator norm
If arbitrary elliptic extensionsD 1 andD 0 of D 1 and D 0 to X exist, then we have
for the difference of the analytical indices.
In the case at hand, To find the operators which correspond toD 1 andD 0 , we proceed as follows. Remember that in general ∇ A does not extend over X (cf. Theorem 2.4). LetẼ be the unique vector bundle over X constructed as follows.
this bundle is uniquely
determined by the glued connection ∇Ã = (1 − f ε )∇ A + f ε ∇Θ onẼ where f ε is taken from (7). We can construct the associated operator δ * ε,Ã over EndẼ with respect to the metric (7) whose complexification will correspond toD 1 ; the operatorD 0 is given by the complexification of the operator δ * ε,Θ on the trivial bundle EndẼ 0 , which we have already constructed. The right hand side of the relative index formula in Theorem 3.1 is given by
is the second Chern number of the extended bundleẼ. Notice that this number might be different from the energy e = F A 2 L 2 (M,g) of the original connection. We only know a priori that k ≤ e. However we claim that 
holds. Notice that this expression is gauge invariant.
Remark. Of course in any practical application it is worth taking the gauge in which simply τ N (Θ ∞ ) = 0.
Proof. Using the gauge (13) for instance and applying the Chern-Simons theorem for the restricted energies to M ε , we find
) and the Chern-Simons invariants converge as in (17) by the rapid decay assumption, taking the limit one obtains
Consequently we have to demonstrate that lim
There is a decomposition of the glued curvature like FÃ = Φ + ϕ with Φ := (1 − f ε )F A + f ε F Θ and a perturbation term as follows:
).
This shows that F
therefore, recalling the pattern of the proof of Lemma 3.1, we tame ϕ
However we know that this last line can be kept as small as one likes providing the result. 3
Regarding the left hand side of Theorem 3.1, on the one hand we already know that
by the promised vanishing theorem. On the other hand, since EndE ⊗ C ∼ = M × C 3 , we find
is the dimension of the space of anti-self-dual finite energy 2-forms on the rescaled-regularized manifold (M,g ε | M ) i.e., this index is the truncated L 2 Euler characteristic of (M,g ε | M ). We wish to cast this subtle invariant into a more explicit form at the expense of imposing a further but natural assumption on the spaces we work with. Proof. Exploiting the stability of the index against small perturbations as well as the conformal invariance of the operator δ * ε,Θ | M , without changing the index we can replace the metricg ε with the original ALF metric g. Consequently we can write
for the index we are seeking.
Remember that this metric is complete and asymptotically looks like (2) . This implies that (M, g) has infinite volume hence a theorem of Yau [36] yields that b 0 L 2 (M, g) = 0. Moreover if we assume the curvature of (M, g) not only satisfies (3) but is furthermore Ricci flat then a result of Dodziuk [13] shows that in addition b
) we use the result of [15] (based on [21, Corollary 7] ) to observe that any finite energy anti-self-dual 2-form over (M, g) extends smoothly as a (formally) anti-self-dual 2-form over
Finally we prove the vanishing of the numbers h 0 and h − . The proof is a combination of the standard method [2] and a Witten-type vanishing result ([31, Lemma 4.3] ). In the adjoint of the elliptic complex (18) we find Index
Proof. Taking into account that Ker δ A = Ker(δ * A δ A ) consists of smooth functions by elliptic regularity and is conformally invariant, we can use the usual Weitzenböck formula with respect to the original ALF metric g as follows:
In this formula d A :
acts only on the Λ − M summand as a symmetric, linear, algebraic map. This implies that if (2) bundles hence ψ = 0 follows. Concerning the generic case, then as before, we find h 0 = 0 by irreducibility consequently we can assume ψ ∈ L = 0. Since Ker δ A consists of smooth functions it follows that if δ A ψ = 0 then ψ vanishes everywhere at infinity.
Let ·, · be a pointwise SU(2)-invariant scalar product on Λ − M ⊗EndE and set |ψ| := ψ, ψ 
Let λ : R + → W ∼ = N × R + be a naturally parameterized ray running toward infinity and let f (r) := log |ψ(λ(r))|. Observe that f is negative in the vicinity of a zero of ψ or for large r's. The last inequality then asymptotically cuts down along λ to
using the expansion of the Laplacian for a metric like (2) and referring to the curvature decay (3) providing a constant c 7 = c 7 (g) ≥ 0. This inequality yields −c 7 r −2 ≤ (rf (r)) ′′ . Integrating it we find c 7 r
with some constant a hence there is a constant c 8 ≥ 0 such that c 8 :
we also obtain c 7 (log r)r −1 + a + br −1 ≤ f (r) ≤ 0, for some real constants a, b. Let x 0 ∈ M be such that ψ(x 0 ) = 0; then by smoothness there is another point x ∈ M with this property such that |x 0 | < |x|. Integrating again the inequality −c 7 r −2 ≤ (rf (r)) ′′ twice from x 0 to x along the ray λ connecting them we finally get
Therefore either letting x to be a zero of ψ along λ or, if no such point exists, taking the limit |x| → ∞ we find that ψ(x 0 ) = 0 as desired. 3
Finally, putting all of our findings together, we have arrived at the following theorem: (2) connections on E satisfying the weak holonomy condition (11) and decaying rapidly in the sense of (16) such that their energy e < ∞ is fixed and are asymptotic to a fixed smooth flat connection ∇ Γ on E| W .
Then M(e, Γ) is either empty or a manifold of dimension Remark. Of course, we get a dimension formula for anti-instantons by replacing b − (X) with b + (X). Notice that our moduli spaces contain framings, since we have a fixed flat connection and a gauge at infinity. The virtual dimension of the moduli space of unframed instantons is given by dim M(e, Γ) − 3 which is is the number of effective free parameters.
A dimension formula in the presence of a magnetic term µ mentioned in Section 2 is also easy to work out because in this case (21) is simply replaced with k = e + τ N (Θ ∞ ) − τ N (Γ ∞ ) − µ and then this should be inserted into the dimension formula of Theorem 3.2.
Note also that our moduli spaces are naturally endowed with weighted L 2 metrics. An interesting problem is to investigate the properties of these metrics.
Case studies
In this Section we present some applications of Theorem 3.2. We will consider rapidly decaying instantons in the sense of (16) over the flat R 3 × S 1 , the multi-Taub-NUT geometries and the Riemannian Schwarzschild space. We also have the aim to enumerate the known Yang-Mills instantons over non-trivial ALF geometries. However we acknowledge that our list is surely incomplete, cf. e.g. [1] .
This is the simplest ALF space hence instanton (or also called caloron i.e., instanton at finite temperature) theory over this space is well-known (cf. [4, 5] ). We claim that and M(e, Γ) is not empty for all e ∈ N.
Proof. Since the metric is flat, the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Furthermore, in the case at hand the asymptotical topology of the space is
hence its character variety χ(S 2 × S 1 ) ∼ = [0, 1) is connected. Theorem 2.3 therefore guarantees that any smooth, self-dual, rapidly decaying connection has non-negative integer energy. In the gauge in which τ S 2 ×S 1 (Θ ∞ ) = 0 we also get τ S 2 ×S 1 (Γ ∞ ) = 0. Moreover we find that X ∼ = S 4 for the Hausel-Hunsicker-Mazzeo compactification [15] yielding b − (X) = b + (X) = 0; putting these data into the dimension formula in Theorem 3.2 we get the dimension as stated, in agreement with [4] .
The moduli spaces M(e, Γ) are not empty for all e ∈ N; explicit solutions with arbitrary energy were constructed via a modified ADHM construction in [4, 5] . 3
The multi-Taub-NUT (or A k ALF, or ALF Gibbons-Hawking) spaces
The underlying manifold M V topologically can be understood as follows. There is a circle action on M V with s distinct fixed points p 1 , . . . , p s ∈ M V , called NUTs. The quotient is R 3 and we denote the images of the fixed points also by p 1 , . . . , p s ∈ R 3 . Then 
where τ ∈ (0, 8πm] parameterizes the circles and x = (x, y, z) ∈ R 3 ; the smooth function V : Z V → R and the 1-form α ∈ C ∞ (Λ 1 Z V ) are defined as follows:
Here m > 0 is a fixed constant and * 3 refers to the Hodge-operation with respect to the flat metric on R 3 . We can see that the metric is independent of τ hence we have a Killing field on (M V , g V ). This Killing field provides the above mentioned U(1)-action. Furthermore it is possible to show that, despite the apparent singularities in the NUTs, these metrics extend analytically over the whole M V providing an ALF, hyper-Kähler manifold. We also notice that the Killing field makes it possible to write a particular Kähler-form in the hyper-Kähler family as ω = dβ where β is a 1-form of linear growth.
Then we can assert that Proof. This space is non-flat nevertheless its curvature satisfies the cubic curvature decay (3) hence it is an ALF space in our sense. Since it is moreover hyper-Kähler, the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. However this time the asymptotic topology is
is a non-trivial circle bundle over S 2 ; consequently the weak holonomy condition (11) must be imposed. If the connection in addition decays rapidly as in (16) then its energy is determined by a Chern-Simons invariant via Theorem 2.2. The character variety of the boundary lens space, χ(L(s, −1)) is also non-connected if s > 1 and each connected component has a non-trivial fractional Chern-Simons invariant which is calculable (cf., e.g. [3, 25] ). By the result in [15] the compactified space X with its induced orientation is isomorphic to the connected sum of s copies of CP 2 's therefore b + (X) = 0 and b − (X) = s. Inserting these into the dimension formula of Theorem 3.2 for anti-self-dual connections we get the dimension.
Concerning non-emptiness, since lacking a general ADHM-like construction, we may use a conformal rescaling method [17, 18] . Take the natural orthonormal frame
over U V and introduce the quaternion-valued 1-form ξ :
with λ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ s being real non-negative constants and also take the quaternion-valued 0-form
we have a gauge induced by the above orthonormal frame on the negative spinor bundle Σ − | U V . In this gauge consider 't Hooft-like
It was demonstrated in [18] that these connections, parameterized by λ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ s up to an overall scaling, extend over M V and provide smooth, rapidly decaying anti-self-dual connections on Σ − . They are irreducible if λ 0 > 0, are non-gauge equivalent and have trivial holonomy at infinity; hence satisfy the weak holonomy condition (11) and in particular the corresponding Chern-Simons invariants vanish. Consequently their energies are always integers equal to e = n where 0 ≤ n ≤ s is the number of non-zero λ i 's with i = 1, . . . , s. Therefore moduli spaces consisting of anti-instantons of these energies cannot be empty. 3
Remark. It is reasonable to expect that the higher energy moduli spaces are also not empty. Furthermore, it is not clear whether fractionally charged, rapidly decaying irreducible instantons actually exist over multi-Taub-NUT or over more general ALF spaces at all.
Consider the family ∇ decays rapidly, is reducible and non-topological; hence it admits arbitrary rescalings yielding the strange continuous energy solutions mentioned in Section 2. Of course these generically rescaled connections violate the weak holonomy condition.
The Riemannian (or Euclidean) Schwarzschild space
The underlying space is M = S 2 ×R 2 . We have a particularly nice form of the metric g on a dense open subset (R 2 \ {0}) × S 2 ⊂ M of the Riemannian Schwarzschild manifold. It is convenient to use polar coordinates (r, τ ) on R 2 \ {0} in the range r ∈ (2m, ∞) and τ ∈ [0, 8πm), where m > 0 is a fixed constant. The metric then takes the form The moduli space with e = 1 is surely non-empty.
Proof. The metric is Ricci flat moreover a direct calculation shows that both W ± satisfy the decay (3) hence Theorem 3.2 applies in this situation as well. Furthermore, the asymptotical topology and the character variety of the space is again W ∼ = S 2 ×S 1 ×R + and χ(S 2 ×S 1 ) ∼ = [0, 1) consequently the energy of a rapidly decaying instanton is integer as in Theorem 4.1. We can again set the gauge in which all Chern-Simons invariants vanish and find moreover X ∼ = S 2 × S 2 yielding b − (X) = b + (X) = 1; substituting these data into the dimension formula we get the desired result.
Regarding non-emptiness, very little is known. The apparently different non-Abelian solutions found by Charap and Duff (cf. the 1-parameter family (I) in [6] ) are in fact all gauge equivalent [34] and provide a single rapidly decaying self-dual connection which is the positive chirality spin One can show that this connection extends smoothly over Σ + as an SO(3) × U(1) invariant, irreducible, self-dual connection of unit energy, centered around the 2-sphere in the origin. 3
Remark. Due to its resistance against deformations over three decades, it has been conjectured that this positive chirality spin connection is the only unit energy instanton over the Schwarzschild space (cf. e.g. [34] ). However we can see now that in fact it admits a 2 parameter deformation. Would be interesting to find these solutions explicitly as well as construct higher energy irreducible solutions.
In their paper Charap and Duff exhibit another family of SO(3) × U(1) invariant instantons ∇ n of energies 2n 2 with n ∈ Z (cf. solutions of type (II) in [6] ). However it was pointed out in [16] that these solutions are in fact reducible to U(1) and locally look like ∇ n | U ± = d + A n,U ± with A n,U ± := n 2 (∓1 + cos θ)dϕ − 1 r dτ k over the charts U ± defined by removing the north or the south poles from S 2 respectively. They extend smoothly as slowly decaying reducible, self-dual connections over the bundles L n ⊕ L −1 n where L n is a line bundle with c 1 (L) = n. Hence they are topological in contrast to the above mentioned Abelian instantons over the multi-Taub-NUT space. This constrains them to have discrete energy spectrum despite their slow decay. It is known that these are the only reducible SU(2) instantons over the Riemannian Schwarzschild space [16, 21] .
Appendix
In this Appendix we shall prove Theorem 3.1; this proof is taken from [23] , and follows closely the arguments of [20] . In the course of the proof we shall use the notation introduced in the bulk of the paper.
In fact, let U ⊂ V be small neighbourhoods of the diagonal within M × M and choose ψ ∈ C ∞ (M × M) supported on V and such that ψ = 1 on U. Let Q j be the operator whose Schwartzian kernel is K Q j (x, y) = ψ(x, y)K G j (x, y), where G j is the Green's operator for D j . Then Q j is a parametrix for D j for which the corresponding smoothing operators S j and S ′ j , as in (23) (F 1 | W ). Moreover H ⊆ KerD; thus, (G 1 − G 0 )| W has finite dimensional range and hence it is of trace class i.e., the integral on the right hand side of inequality (29) does converge (see also [20, Lemma 4.28] ). This concludes the proof. 3
